The multi-armed bandit problem where the rewards are realizations of general non-stationary stochastic processes is a challenging setting which has not been previously tackled in the bandit literature in its full generality. We present the first theoretical analysis of this problem by deriving guarantees for both the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret and the standard pseudoregret that, remarkably, are both logarithmic in the number of rounds under certain natural conditions. We describe several UCB-type algorithms based on the notion of weighted discrepancy, a key measure of non-stationarity for stochastic processes. We show that discrepancy provides a unified framework for the analysis of non-stationary rewards. Our experiments demonstrate a significant improvement in practice compared to standard benchmarks. 1 is the sequence of random reward vectors seen up to time t − 1. Unlike the unconditional expected reward, the path-dependent conditional expected reward takes into account the actual sequence of rewards incurred by the learner. This expression leads to the notion of pathdependent pseudo-regret:
Introduction
We consider the classical multi-armed bandit problem where an agent selects at each round an arm out of K available arms and receives only the reward of the selected arm. This problem has been studied extensively in the stochastic scenario with i.i.d. rewards [Lai and Robbins, 1985, Auer et al., 2002a] and in the adversarial scenario [Auer et al., 2002b] .
Recently, there has been growing interest in the setting where the rewards are stochastic but not necessarily independent and identically distributed. In particular, Audiffren and Ralaivola [2015] analyzed the scenario of stationary φ-mixing stochastic processes, and Ortner et al. [2014] and Tekin and Liu [2012] studied the situation where the rewards evolve according to a Markov process. These lines of work all require specific assumptions about the underlying stochastic process. A major drawback, apart from the lack of generality, is the fact that the assumptions are often very difficult to test. For instance, even finding the mixing parameter for a process that is known to be φ-mixing is considered to be a very challenging learning problem.
In this paper, we circumvent these issues of verifiability and lack of generality by analyzing the multi-armed bandit problem with arbitrary bounded stochastic rewards. That is, we only assume that the rewards are bounded and independent across arms. In particular, we do not require the rewards for each arm to be i.i.d., stationary, or even mixing. We call this the non-stationary multi-armed bandit problem. Our work admits the aforementioned scenarios as special cases. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first theoretical analysis of this general setting where the rewards evolve according to an arbitrary stochastic process.
There are two different scenarios that can govern the evolution of the stochastic rewards of each arm: the rested setting and the restless setting. In the former, the stochastic process of each arm evolves only when it is chosen. In the latter, the stochastic process of all arms evolve continually at each time step, regardless of whether the arm was chosen. Both of these settings have been studied in the literature, each time with different assumptions about the stochastic process [Raj and Kalyani, 2017 , Besbes et al., 2014b ,a, Whittle, 1981 , Ortner et al., 2014 , Audiffren and Ralaivola, 2015 , Levine et al., 2017 , Pandey et al., 2007 , Slivkins and Upfal, 2008 , Bouneffouf and Féraud, 2016 , Tekin and Liu, 2011 . Our work focuses on the rested setting, but most of our analysis can be extended directly to the restless scenario.
We introduce two new notions of regret, the pathdependent dynamic pseudo-regret and the path-dependent pseudo-regret, which are natural performance measures of a bandit algorithm in the presence of non-stationary rewards. We propose several UCB-type algorithms with favorable regret guarantees in this setting. By deriving bounds on these two forms of regret, we also obtain results for the standard pseudo-regret.
The design of our algorithms and their analysis is based on the notion of weighted discrepancy, which is a measure of the level of non-stationarity in a stochastic process. Our UCB-type algorithms leverage ideas for analyzing arbitrary bounded stochastic processes recently presented in [Kuznetsov and Mohri, 2015] .
We start our analysis by considering the case where the reward sequences are stochastic processes from some prespecified family known to the learner. Previous attempts to tackle this problem typically focused on the analysis of a single specific family of stochastic processes. In contrast, we show that discrepancy provides a unified framework for the analysis of this scenario and that for many families of stochastic processes, it helps us design algorithms that achieve logarithmic regret guarantees. In particular, our guarantees match previous results for all special cases studied in the literature. Next, we extend our results to the case of arbitrary non-stationary stochastic processes and show that, even in this general setting, under certain mild conditions, our algorithm based on approximating discrepancy achieves favorable regret.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the definitions of different notions of regret and discrepancy that we will be adopting, as well as the proof of some key properties of discrepancy. In Section 3, we analyze the scenario where the reward sequences are stochastic processes from some known family. Section 4 studies the most general setting of arbitrary non-stationary stochastic processes. Finally, in Section 5, we present some experimental results. Our algorithms and analyses are new and based on the adoption of discrepancy in the stochastic multi-armed bandit setting. This results in new techniques and proofs, presented in Appendix A and Appendix B.
Preliminaries
We consider the classical multi-armed bandit problem with stochastic rewards [Lai and Robbins, 1985, Auer et al., 2002a] . At each round t, the learner selects an arm I t out of a finite set of K arms and receives a random reward r It (t) for the selected arm. He does not receive any information about the rewards of the other arms. His main objective is to achieve the largest expected cumulative reward over the course of T rounds.
Unlike the common scenario adopted in the literature, we do not assume that rewards are drawn i.i.d. from some distribution. Instead, we only assume that the sequence of rewards for each arm is generated by some stochastic process and that the stochastic processes for two distinct arms are independent. We will consider the general case of arbitrary stochastic processes, potentially non-stationary. We further assume that all rewards are bounded by one.
Regret definitions
As in the standard multi-armed bandit setting, the learner only observes the reward of the chosen arm and the goal of the learner is to choose arms in such a way that he obtains a large expected reward. There are several natural notions of regret in the non-stationary multi-armed bandit problem, each leading to a different theoretical analysis.
Typical regret guarantees in the literature are based on the unconditional expected reward E[r i (t)] of each arm, where r i (t) is the reward of arm i at time t, and the standard pseudo-regret:
(1)
However, since the rewards of the arms are changing according to an unknown stochastic process in our general non-stationary setting, it is natural to consider the path-dependent conditional expected reward E[r i (t)|r t−1 1 ], where r t−1
In the above definition, the algorithm's cumulative reward is compared against the cumulative reward of the single best arm determined in hindsight at time T . This benchmark is natural in the i.i.d. setting. However, another natural benchmark in the non-stationary setting is to compare the algorithm's cumulative reward against the best possible reward at each time. This leads to a second definition of regret, the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret:
Observe that the competitor class in the definition of dynamic regret is larger than the one in the definition of Reg T which suggests that the latter quantity should be always smaller. Indeed, by sub-additivity of the maximum, δReg T ≥ Reg T .
Note that the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret, the path-dependent pseudo-regret, and the classical pseudoregret are all equal in the i.i.d. setting.
Discrepancy
UCB-type algorithms are based on the idea that one can estimate confidence intervals for the expected reward of each arm [Lai and Robbins, 1985 , Agrawal, 1995 , Auer et al., 2002a , typically through the use of concentration inequalities such as Hoeffding's inequality [Hoeffding, 1963] . In the non-stationary setting, Hoeffing's inequality is no longer applicable. Instead, we adopt an analysis that is similar to [Kuznetsov and Mohri, 2015] for forecasting time series.
Definition. We start with an observation that here, unlike in i.i.d. setting, a simple average of the past rewards for each arm 1 t t s=1 r i (s) may no longer be an appropriate estimate of the future performance of a given arm and it is natural to replace it with a weighted average t s=1 q t,i (s)r i (s), which emphasizes more relevant observations and de-emphasizes irrelevant ones. Here, at each time t, q t,i is a distribution over [t] supported on the selected times for arm i, {s ∈ [t] : I s = i}. We also denote by u t,i the uniform distribution over [t] supported on {s ∈ [t] : I s = i}.
A problem for the learner is to come up with weights q t,i (s) to accurately estimate future rewards of each arm. The key idea in this work is to leverage the notion of discrepancy to accomplish this task. We define the q i,t -weighted discrepancy of the reward of arm i at time t as:
See Figure 1 for an illustration of discrepancy and the weights q t,i . In our setting, discrepancy can be in-
The figure on the top shows an illustration of weights q t,i for arm i. The weights are determined over the times that arm i was chosen. In this case, arm i was not pulled at t = 2 and t = s − 1. The figure on the bottom is a depiction of the weighed discrepancy and its computation, that is we compare the expected conditional reward at time t + 1 with the weighted sum up to time t of the expected conditional rewards.
terpreted as an expected (signed) error of our estimate t s=1 q t,i (s)r i (s) due to the non-stationarity in the process. In particular, observe that when rewards are drawn i.i.d. and q t,i forms a probability then D t,i (q t,i ) = 0. We refer the reader to [Kuznetsov and Mohri, 2015, Zimin and Lampert, 2017] for further examples.
Concentration bound. The next result provides appropriate confidence interval for the expected reward of each arm that depends on the discrepancy and weights q t,i . In what follows, we also assume that the rewards are bounded, that is |r i (t)| ≤ M for some M ∈ R + , and without loss of generality, we let M = 1. All our results can be extended to the case where the rewards are sub-Gaussian random variables by using an appropriate modification of the concentration inequality in Proposition 1, but for simplicity, we focus on the bounded case.
Proposition 1. Fix t ∈ [T ] and i ∈ [K]. Let q t,i be a fixed distribution over [t] . Then, for any δ > 0, each of the following inequalities holds with probability at least 1 − δ:
The proposition provides an upper confidence bound on the expected (path-dependent) reward, which consists of a point estimate of the reward, to the variance of the stochastic process, q t,i 2 2 log 1 δ . Note that choosing appropriate weights q t,i is crucial for obtaining non-trivial confidence bound. For instance, putting all the mass on a single most relevant observation can minimize the discrepancy but will lead to a blow up in q t,i 2 2 log 1 δ . Similarly, choosing uniform weights to minimize q t,i 2 may result in unfavorable discrepancy. The algorithms that we design in the subsequent sections use these insights to carefully choose q t,i in order to attain sufficiently tight confidence bounds.
We conclude this section by introducing some additional definitions and notation that will be used in our analysis. We denote the number of times arm i has been chosen up to time t as T i (t), and we define the gap between the conditional rewards of arm i and of the best arm i * (t) at time t to be:
Known family of stochastic processes
In this section, we consider a scenario where reward sequences are realizations of a stochastic process from a family known to the learner. The specific stochastic process is of course not known to the learner but, in what follows, we show that the knowledge of the family of stochastic processes helps the learner derive the functional form of the discrepancy, which subsequently helps select the functional form of the weights q t,i .
Given the weights q t,i , the arm I t+1 selected by the learner at round (t + 1) is defined by
where α > 2 is a tightness factor introduced in the proof of Theorem 1. We call WEIGHTEDUCB the algorithm thereby defined. Observe that the arm selection criterion matches the bound of Proposition 1 modulo the discrepancy term, which is omitted since the weights are chosen to ensure that this term is small. We first provide an analysis of this algorithm for general q t,i s and then show that for certain standard families of stochastic processes q t,i can be chosen to achieve logarithmic regret. The following theorem gives a bound on the path-dependent dynamic pseudoregret of WEIGHTEDUCB.
Theorem 1. The path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret of WEIGHTEDUCB is bounded as follows:
The term ∆D t,i is the difference between the discrepancy of arm i and that of the best arm i * (t). Notice that, by definition, any time t, only one of the terms [∆D t,i ] + and [∆D t,i ] − is non-zero. Thus, depending on its sign, the term ∆D t,i can either positively or negatively affect the bound.
In general, it is difficult to control the sign of ∆D t,i , however, if we can ensure that |∆D t,i | ≤ |D t,i * (t) (q t,i * (t) )| + |D t,i (q t,i )| is small by minimizing both the discrepancy of the best arm i * (t) and arm i, then we can achieve a favorable regret bound. Thus, if we can choose q t,i such that q t,i 2 2 T i (t) ≤ O(1) and the discrepancy for all arms is small, then the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret WEIGHTEDUCB is in O(log(T )). The next corollary quantifies impact of q on discrepancy-based term ∆D t,i .
[α log(t)]/t, then, the following inequality holds:
Similar to standard UCB, the regret bound depends on the notion of a gap ∆ t,i , defined in Section 2. However, the gap between the best arm i * (t) and the arm i here also depends on the time t since the rewards depend on time. If this dependency was fixed, the regret would be inversely proportional to a static gap, as in the standard UCB regret bound. Another component of the bound is q t,i , which scales the term T i (t), the number of times arm i is chosen up to time t. 1 Thus, we attain favorable regret guarantees for stochastic processes whenever q t,i 2 2 T i (t) is bounded. In the next section, we show that not only does the discrepancy of several standard stochastic processes satisfy the assumption of the corollary, but that one can minimize the discrepancy and control the quantity q t,i 2 2 T i (t) in such a way that the regret is only logarithmic in T , as in the i.i.d. scenario. The same examples also show that keeping uniform weights (as in the standard UCB algorithm) is not always sufficient to achieve favorable regret bounds with non-stationary reward sequences.
As was observed in Section 2, δReg T ≥ Reg T , and, hence, Theorem 1 provides a gurantee for classical pathdependent regret as well. In Appendix B, we present another guarantees for the path-dependent pseudo-regret of WEIGHTEDUCB, in terms of
where i * is the best arm in hindsight. Under certain conditions, this result is finer than the one presented in Theorem 1.
Examples
In this section, we analyze several standard examples of stochastic processes taken from the machine learning literature, thereby showing not only how to concretely use the theoretical results of the previous section, but also its remarkable consequences.
Recall T i (t) denotes the number of times we chose an arm i up to time t and that in the rested scenario, the stochastic process of an arm remains static unless that arm is chosen. For several known stochastic processes, we now analyze the weights for WEIGHTEDUCB and show that the assumption of Corollary 1 holds, so that the algorithm achieves favorable regret. More precisely, since the key quantities of Corollary 1 are q t,i 2 2 T i (t) and D t,i (q t,i ), we want to choose weights for each example such that the discrepancy is bounded by (1/t)α log(t) and such that q t,i 2 2 T i (t) ≤ O(1). If both of these conditions hold, then Corollary 1 implies a logarithmic regret bound. Remarkably, for some of these examples, this can be achieved with uniform weights. This implies that running standard UCB in these non-stationary settings is theoretically sound and admits logarithmic regret.
I.I.D. process. If the process is i.i.d. and the q t,i s form probability distributions, then the discrepancy term is zero. We can then choose q t,i (s) = 1
. Thus, by Corollary 1, the path-dependent dynamic regret is in O(log(T )).
Rarely changing means at known times. For each arm i, fix a sequence of means µ 1,i , . . . , µ k,i and change points 1 = c 1,i < . . . < c M,i = T + 1. The rewards of arm i are drawn independently from distributions with means µ j,i from times in [c j,i , c j+1,i ) as done in Zimin and Lampert [2017] . The most natural form of q t,i would be to distribute the weight uniformly over the samples since the last change. That is, suppose the last change was at c j,i , then
Then the discrepancy term is zero:
Rotting arms. Levine et al. [2017] analyze the setting where the rewards are σ 2 sub-Gaussian random rewards with mean µ c
We then consider the following parametric form q t,i (s) = T i (t) α . The discrepancy term can be bounded as follows
. Thus, choosing α = −1 results in a favorable discrepancy while at the same time admitting
. By Corollary 1, the path-dependent dynamic regret is O(log(T )).
Markov chain. As in [Zimin and Lampert, 2017] , we assume that the stochastic process for each arm i is a Markov chain with a state space S i . We only consider rewards from the distribution we are trying to predict and evenly distribute mass over them, that is,
where r s is the reward observation at time s of arm i. The discrepancy term is zero D t,i (q t,i ) = 0 and q t,
If the number of times we visit a state
is Ω(T i (t)), then we attain O(log(T )). Informally, if each state is observed a reasonable amount of times, then the regret guarantee is logarithmic. We remark that since in this case q t,i s are chosen in a data-dependent fashion this result requires a slight extension of Proposition 1 that holds uniformly over all choices of q t,i . This extension can be proved following the same arguments as in Theorem 8 of Kuznetsov and Mohri [2015] .
Drifting means. To simplify notation, we write t instead of T i (t) for this example, and summation over [t] is always meant to be a summation over the rounds in which arm i is selected. Consider the scenario where
for every s ≤ t, that is the conditional path-dependent rewards drift over time. Specifically, we may consider the setting where δ t = 1 t γ for some γ > 0. In this case, we can bound the discrepancy as follows:
We show that choosing q t,i to be the uniform distribution over the most recent n rounds in which arm i was selected and choosing an appropriate n results in a favorable regret bound. For this choice of weights, it follows that
For our condition on the discrepancy in Corollary 1 to
Since this condition holds and the discrepancy is bounded, the path-dependent dynamic regret is in O(log(T )) by Corollary 1.
The results presented in this section are all for the rested setting. We conclude this section with an observation that using almost the same arguments we extend all our results to restless setting as well. In other words, discrepancy allows us to study all the families of stochastic processes previously considered within one unified framework.
General stochastic processes
In Section 3, we showed that if the learner has knowledge of the family of stochastic process generating rewards then this can be used to derive the functional form of the discrepancy and choose weights q t,i such that regret of WEIGHTEDUCB is logarithmic. In practice, we rarely know the family to which the stochastic process belongs. This section studies the case of the general stochastic processes. First, we show that the knowledge of discrepancies alone is sufficient to achieve logarithmic regret. Next, we extend our results and devise a general approximation scheme for the discrepancy that under very general conditions enjoys strong regret guarantees.
We state our results only for path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret the analogues of these results for pathdependent pseudo-regret can be found in Appendix B.
A Discrepancy-based UCB algorithm
In this section, we assume that for any q t,i the learner can compute the discrepancy D t,i (q t,i ). Based on the concentration bound presented in Proposition 1, we can directly derive confidence intervals and introduce a Discrepancybased UCB (DISC-UCB) algorithm that first selects some weights q t,i and then chooses the arm with the highest upper confidence bound at each time t:
For this algorithm, the theorem below shows a bound for the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret.
Theorem 2. For any α > 2, the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret of DISC-UCB is bounded as follows:
This bound is identical to the one presented in Corollary 1 with an exception of a slightly improved constant. As in Section 3, the regret bound depends on the notion of a gap ∆ t,i and if ∆ t,i was independent of time, the regret would be inversily proportional to this static gap, just as in standard UCB. Furthermore, the bound scales linearly with q t,i 2 2 , which multiplies T i (t). In particular, observe that choosing q t,i = u t,i , remarkably, guarantees at most logarithmic regret, provided that the ∆ t,i s are uniformly bounded away from zero for each i. More generally, this results shows that knowledge of discrepancies is sufficient for achieving logarithmic regret and we do not need to restrict ourselves to a particular family of processes. However, in practice, the learner does not have access to discrepancies and in the next section, we show how to tackle this general scenario.
Discrepancy approximation algorithm
In this section, we do not assume that we are given any prior information about the stochastic process. We adopt the approximation of the (weighted) discrepancy used in Kuznetsov and Mohri [2015] , that is based on the assumption that the discrepancy between the last τ time stamps and the target is small. 2 In this section, we present an algorithm, named APPROXDISC-UCB, with regret guarantees that approximates discrepancy for a fixed τ . This then raises the question: how should τ be chosen? In Section 4.3, we give a model selection solution that chooses between different τ values.
In what follows, we define u τ t,i to be the uniform distribution over the last τ rounds:
which shows that the second difference can be estimated from data. At the same time, as in [Kuznetsov and Mohri, 2015] , we want to choose τ i such that the first term
) is small. Thus, for a given τ , a natural modification of DISC-UCB is to incorporate these two facts, thereby leading to the following algorithm, which we call Approximate Discrepancy-based UCB algorithm (APPROXDISC-UCB):
At each round, the q t,i weights are chosen to minimize the slack terms ( q t,i 2 + u τ t,i − q t,i 2 ). This is a convex optimization problem over a simplex and can be solved efficiently using e.g. the Exponentiated Gradient algorithm [Kivinen and Warmuth, 1997] . Notice that the problem depends only on τ (and not on the rewards) and can be solved offline. The next theorem shows that this choice of q is optimal for minimizing this algorithm's regret bound. We now present a path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret guarantee for APPROXDISC-UCB. Similar results for the classical path-dependent regret can be found in the appendix.
Theorem 3. For any α > 2, the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret of APPROXDISC-UCB can be bounded as:
Compared to the previous theorems, we have a new term in the bound: q t,i − u t,i 2 . This term appears because when we estimate discrepancy, there is an extra q t,i − u t,i 2 in the size of the confidence interval. Similarly to Theorem 1, the bound depends on the term ∆D t,i , but here the discrepancy is with respect to uniform weights u τ t,i and u τ t,i * (t) . It can be shown that for the optimal weights q t,i , a fixed fraction of T , T i (t)( q t,i 2 + q t,i − u τ t,i 2 ) is O(1) leading to a logarithmic regret. In general, we cannot expect the learner to know a priori what the best choice of τ will be. In the next section, we assume the learner has a family I of values to choose from, and we propose a theoretically sound approach to learn a good candidate for each arm i from within this family.
Model selection of τ
For a fixed τ , we have a confidence interval such that the conditional reward, E[r i (t)|r t−1 1 ], of arm i lies within this interval with some probability. This confidence interval is centered at t s=1 u τ t,i (s)r i (s) with width 2( q t,i 2 + u τ t,i − q t,i 2 ) α log(t). Notice that since we are considering a set of different τ ∈ I, there are multiple confidence intervals for each arm i, in contrast with standard UCB which has only one confidence interval per arm.
In general, UCB-type algorithms work by shrinking the confidence intervals of a good set of arms as quickly as possible while increasing the confidence level of the intervals in order to determine the best arm. We leverage these multiple confidence intervals to shrink the effective confidence interval of an arm while increasing its confidence level without having to pull that arm or incur any price. That is, by taking the intersection over all τ confidence intervals for arm i, we attain the smallest confidence interval for arm i that has the highest confidence. This idea translates to the following algorithm, INTERDISC-UCB:
illustrated in Figure 2 . Computationally, our algorithm is as efficient as the standard UCB algorithm except that it also computes the intersection of different τ intervals, which in time is linear in the number of intervals. 
. This theorem quantifies the benefit of taking the intersection of τ confidence intervals for each arm in the form of the minimum over τ, τ ′ ∈ I. Notice that, unlike Theorem 3, the discrepancy-based terms ∆D t,i now also depend on τ * and τ ′ , which correspond to the τ values for the best arm i * (t) and for arm i. This is because each arm can potentially use a different value of τ .
To compare Theorem 4 and Theorem 3, recall that we expect that D t,i (u τ t,i ) is small. If we omit these terms, the bound of Theorem 4 reduces to:
where l * t,i = min τ,τ ′ ∈I l t,i (τ, τ ′ ) and the bound of Theorem 3 becomes:
By definition, we have l * t,i ≤ λ t,i . The bound of Theorem 4 includes the additional term |I| α−1 , which, however, does not depend on T i (t). For reasonable values of I, the bound of Theorem 4 could be more favorable than that of Theorem 3.
Experiments
Here, we report the results of experiments with WEIGHTEDUCB for the stochastic processes described in Section 3.1. We compared our algorithm with EXP3 [Auer et al., 2002b] , a standard algorithm with clear guarantees for the general adversarial setting. The algorithms were tested for T = 5,000 rounds using K = 150 arms.
The stochastic processes were generated as follows. For the i.i.d. scenario, the rewards of the K arms were drawn according to the binomial distribution with means in [ 1 K , 2 K , . . . , 1]. In the rarely changing means setting, for each arm i, we first chose the number of times N i that the mean changes by sampling uniformly in the set {1, . . . , 10}. The changing times c j were then evenly spaced in {1 + T Ni , 1 + 2T Ni , . . . , T }, and the means {µ 1 , . . . , µ Ni } chosen from the uniform distribution in (0, 1). Depending on the time t and the time change c j , we drew from the normal distribution with mean µ j and variance of 0.1. In the rotting arms setting, for each arm i, we chose the parameter θ i in the set Θ = {0.1, 0.1 + 10 K , . . . , 10} and drew the rewards of arm i from the binomial distribution where the mean decays as t −θi . For the drifting scenario, the reward of arm i at time t was drawn from the binomial distribution with mean µ i,t . The initial mean µ i,0 of each arm i was drawn from the uniform distribution in (1− 1 √ T , 1+ 1 √ T ), where this interval was chosen so that the means cannot drift outside (0, 1). Then for each time t, the mean changes by µ i,t = µ i,t−1 + b(t,i) T 2/3 where b(t, i) is a Bernoulli random variable in {−1, 1} drawn at each time t for each arm i.
We tested both WEIGHTEDUCB and EXP3 on these stochastic processes ten times. We computed at each round their reward per round, that is the ratio of the cumulative reward and the number of rounds, and averaged that quantity over the ten trials. Figure 3 shows plots of these averages as a function of the number of rounds for each family of stochastic process. WEIGHTEDUCB outperforms EXP3 in all of these tasks. For the i.i.d., drifting and rarely changing means settings, the average cumulative reward of WEIGHTEDUCB is strictly one standard deviation above that of EXP3 after about 2,000 rounds and it appears that its average rewards are steadily increasing. For the rotten arms scenario, the rewards steadily decrease as expected but WEIGHTEDUCB achieves higher average cumulative rewards for a longer period.
We presented an analysis of the non-stationary multiarmed bandit problem in the rested setting. We introduced algorithms exploiting the notion of discrepancy, for which we proved regret guarantees in different scenarios: known family of stochastic processes, known discrepancies, general stochastic processes. For the first scenario, we studied several instances for which we showed that WEIGHTEDUCB achieves a logarithmic regret. We also showed empirically that this algorithm outperforms EXP3 for those instances. For the most general scenario, we presented an algorithm that selects the weights to simultaneously estimate the discrepancy and choose the best arm.
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In this section, we provide the proofs for our results concerning path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret. We begin our analysis with the following concentration bound. Proposition 1. Fix t ∈ [T ] and i ∈ [K]. Let q t,i be a fixed distribution over [t] . For any δ > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ,
Similarly, for any δ > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ,
. is a martingale difference sequence with respect to random variables r i (1), r i (2), . . .. Since the rewards r i (s) are bounded in [0, 1], the martingale difference sequence satisfies: 0 ≤ V s ≤ q t,i (s). Then by Azuma's inequality,
By introducing the term E[r i (t + 1)|r t 1 ] and using the definition of discrepancy,
we attain the bound in the theorem. The second inequality follows by symmetry.
For the WEIGHTEDUCB algorithm, we derive a bound for path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret. For simplicity below, we let
so that for example, the WEIGHTEDUCB algorithm can be written as
Proof. We can write the pseudo-regret in the following way
Then, we can separately bound the pseudo-regret of each arm i focusing on the following term If I t+1 = i, then the following must hold:
The first and last term concentrate and are negative with high probability. Thus as in the standard UCB analysis, we need to show that if we chose arm i enough times, then the middle term,
Notice that if ∆D t,i > 0, then
On the other hand, if ∆D t,i < 0, then
Thus, we let
We can then compute
where the second to last inequality follows from Proposition 1, a union bound, and the definitions of S t i and S t i * (t) . Combining the above with the definitions of s i , we attain the following bound:
We present the proofs of the discrepancy-based UCB algorithm DISC-UCB for path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret.
Theorem 2. For any α > 2, the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret of the DISC-UCB algorithm can be bounded as follows
Then, we can separately bound the pseudo-regret of each arm i focusing on the following term
If I t+1 = i, then the following must hold:
so that at least one of the three expressions must be non-negative.
Notice that if we chose arm i enough times, then the middle term must necessarily be negative:
Now let
Thus, we can compute
where the second to last inequality follows from Proposition 1, a union bound, and the definitions of S t i and S t i * (t) . This implies that
which is the bound in the theorem.
Or next results provide proofs of Section 4 including the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret guarantee for APPROXDISC-UCB and for INTERDISC-UCB.
Theorem 3. For any α > 2, the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret of APPROXDISC-UCB can be bounded as follows:
Proof. By a similar reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 2, we focus on bounding E[1 It=i,Ti(t)>si |r t−1 1 ]. If I t+1 = i, then it must be the case that
(u t,i * (t) (s) − q t,i * (t) (s))r i * (t) (s) + ( u t,i * (t) − q t,i * (t) 2 + q t,i * (t) 2 ) α log(t).
We then use several quantities needed to show that this term is bounded, that we introduce µ t i , ( u t,i − q t,i 2 + q t,i 2 ) α log(t), t s=1 (u t,i (s) − q t,i (s)) E[r i (s)|r s−1 1 ], and D t,i (u t,i ) for both arm i and arm i * (t) such that the above inequality is equivalent to the following:
(u t,i (s) − q t,i (s))r i (s) + ( u t,i − q t,i 2 + q t,i 2 ) α log(t)
(u t,i * (t) (s) − q t,i * (t) (s))r i * (t) (s) + ( u t,i * (t) − q t,i * (t) 2 + q t,i * (t) 2 ) α log(t)
After some algebraic manipulations, the above inequality can be written as follows:
µ t i − µ t i + D t,i (q t,i ) − q t,i 2 α log(t) − µ t i * (t) − µ t i * (t) + D t,i * (t) (q t,i * (t) ) + q t,i * (t) 2 α log(t) (u t,i * (t) (s) − q t,i * (t) (s))r i * (t) (s) − t s=1 (u t,i * (t) (s) − q t,i * (t) (s)) E[r s i * (t) |r s−1 1 ] − u t,i * (t) − q t,i * (t) 2 α log(t) + µ t i − µ t i * (t) + 2( u t,i − q t,i 2 + q t,i 2 ) α log(t) − D t,i (u t,i ) + D t,i * (t) (u t,i * (t) ) ≥ 0.
The first four terms in the last expression are negative with high probability. We then define ∆D t,i = D t,i * (t) (u t,i * (t) ) − D t,i (u t,i ). Suppose for now that ∆D t,i ≥ 0.
2 α log(t) ( u t,i − q t,i 2 + q t,i 2 ) + ∆D t,i ∆ t,i < 1 ⇔ T i (t) 2 α log(t) ( u t,i − q t,i 2 + q t,i 2 ) + ∆D t,i 2 ∆ 2 t,i < T i (t).
Thus, by setting s i = T i (t) 2 α log(t) ( u t,i − q t,i 2 + q t,i 2 ) + ∆D t,i 2 ∆ 2 t,i
, we can carry out the standard UCB analysis. Suppose that instead ∆D t,i < 0. Then we proceed as follows 2 α log(t) ( u t,i − q t,i 2 + q t,i 2 ) ∆ t,i − ∆D t,i < 1 ⇔ 4α log(t)T i (t) ( u t,i − q t,i 2 + q t,i 2 ) 2 (∆ t,i − ∆D t,i ) 2 < T i (t)
Thus, by setting
we can carry out the standard UCB analysis. By combining the above together, the regret can be bounded as follows
which completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 4. For any α > 2, the path-dependent dynamic pseudo-regret of INTERDISC-UCB can be bounded as follows:
where ∆D t,i = D t,i * (t) (u τ * t,i * (t) ) − D t,i (u τ ′ t,i ).
Proof. By a similar reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 2, we focus on bounding T t=1 E[1 It=i,Ti(t)>si |r t−1 1 ]. We now consider the ∩ τ (a(τ ), b(τ )) is the empty set or not. and thus this term is negligible.
We now turn to the second term T t=1 E[1 It=i,Ti(t)>si 1 ∩τ (a(τ ),b(τ )) =∅ |r t−1 1 ]. If I t+1 = i, then it must be the case that µ t i (τ 1 ) + t s=1 (u τ1 t,i (s) − q τ1 t,i (s))r i (s) + ( u τ1 t,i − q τ1 t,i 2 + q τ1 t,i 2 ) α log(t) ≥ µ t i * (t) (τ * 1 ) +
